My goal with this document is to provide guidance for anyone who is interested in researching Eric Harris, Dylan Klebold, and their attack on Columbine High School. During the course of research for my book Why Kids Kill: Inside the Minds of School Shooters, I accumulated a massive number of notes on Eric, Dylan, and Columbine. Once the book was written, it seemed like a good idea to polish my notes and make them available to other researchers.

There are several bodies of documents available from the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office (JCSO). Five groups of documents were the source materials that I used to build this compilation. The earliest are JCSO documents from 1997 and 1998. These are a result of complaints by Randy and Judy Brown that Eric Harris was involved in making and detonating bombs and was threatening to kill their son Brooks. The police documents include copies of Eric’s webpages that the Browns provided. These documents are cited as JCSO 1997 and JCSO 1998. The documents themselves do not have page numbers; the pages cited are the pages in the pdf files.

The next two sets of documents are the Diversion records for Eric and Dylan. On January 30, 1998, the two boys were arrested for breaking into a van and stealing electronics equipment. They were referred to a diversion program that was designed to keep young offenders out of the legal system. These documents are cited as EH Diversion and DK Diversion. These and the above documents are available at www.schoolshooters.info.

The vast majority of the references, however, are from a massive collection of nearly 27,000 pages of JCSO documents related to the attack on Columbine High School on April 20, 1999. Most of these documents are available through JCSO. These documents have been assigned page numbers in the format of (for example) JC-001-010011. For the sake of simplicity, this page would be listed in this document as 10,011. Many witnesses were interviewed more than once, and these instances allow us to see if their reports are consistent. Therefore, in some cases, more than one page is listed thus: 5,282/23,546. This means that the same (or similar) information from the same person can be found on both pages.

Occasional citations are followed by QS, indicating that it is a questionable source. This may be because the person has provided questionable testimony in other areas (see my article “The Search for Truth at Columbine” for examples), or the information provided is at odds with what is known from more reliable sources. A few citations are followed by (?), meaning I have doubts about the information provided. It is important to remember that just because something was reported does not mean it is true, especially when witnesses passed on information they heard from their friends and did not know first-hand. The attack at Columbine generated many rumors, some outright lies, and much inaccurate or biased information.

Within each section of the document, the citations are listed in order by page numbers, with the documents from the 27,000 compilation coming first, and references from JCSO 1997, JCSO 1998, and the Diversion documents coming afterward.

A guide to the abbreviations used in this document is provided to the left. Rebel News Network was Columbine High School’s communication network that broadcast to television sets in each class room.

This document is the result of uncounted hours of painstaking work over the last two years. I make no claim to having included every relevant reference from the source documents, but I do consider this to be a valiant effort and a significant step in making the staggering amount of information on Columbine accessible to those who are interested.
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1 CHANGES IN ERIC AND DYLAN

The following people reported seeing Eric and Dylan change during high school.

Ms. Peggy Dodd (CHS teacher) [328] thought EH was nice, enjoyed having him as assistant in the computer/video lab until the end of the first semester last year; this year, he had changed, was quiet, didn’t speak with her

Jocelyn Heckler [1,450] DK changed beginning of junior year; got into anarchy

Sara Martin [5,036] as sophomore, EH was preppy

Megan Morrison [5,052] knew DK since 8th grade; he had been “preppie and a jock”

Scott Rathbun [5,085] had been good friends from soccer team; EH was nice kid whose behavior changed in middle of junior year; EH outcast because he chose to be

Crystal Bragazzi [5,226] knew EH previously, but this year he acted like he did not know her

Richard Hoover [5,282/23,546] family friends with Klebolds; DK changed over the last year

Christopher Meier [5,327/23,572] knew EH from soccer; EH turned “weird” senior year; became more distant

Jeffrey Hulse [5,468] played video game with EH during 9th and 10th grade, until EH and DK got into trench coats

Jason Cornelius [6,281] surprised by DK’s involvement in attack; thought DK came under the influence of someone else; has had no contact with DK since DK became weirder; EH was preppie in 9th and 10th grades, then changed and wore black clothes and shirts with German words

Jennifer Harmon [6,541] EH changed dress in junior year

Dustin Harrison [6,574] he and EH had been friends; didn’t know why EH had grudge against him; EH and DK became “darker”, interested in German culture, drifted away from the group; [6,576] during sophomore year, DK turned into “disassociated” person; this is when Dustin stopped associating with them

Greg Hofer [6,623] EH/DK had been more normal; as they changed, his friendship with them diminished

Chris Morris [10,039] EH/DK started acting like skinheads or someone following Hitler

Keith Parkison [1,070] stayed away from EH when he and other TCM began harassing people

Brooks Brown [10,662] severed friendship with EH two years before when EH began to act strange

Nate Dykeman [10,710] EH/DK had been acting strange for several months

Zach Heckler [10,755] last summer EH changed his dress and music
Chris Morris [10,835] EH seemed more depressed after Christmas, 1998; EH got more into Hitler and they drifted apart; [10,838] EH more aggressive; picking fights

Jacob Cram [16,408] DK most significant changes between 11th and 12th grades; became “weird”; “he had funny hair and clothing styles”

2  ERIC AND DYLAN: HARASSED AND HARASSING

The first two sections provide testimony regarding the harassment of Eric and Dylan. Additional sections document testimony regarding Eric and Dylan’s own behavior that was bad-tempered, belligerent, harassing or intimidating.

► EH/DK Not Harassed

Keith Parkison [1,069] DK not harassed
Lisa Steepleton [1,663-4] did not see EH harassed
Christopher Walker [2,234] a jock who was friends with EH; EH wanted him to buy him a gun, and even though Christopher refused, EH was always nice to him; they got along well
Sarah DeBoer [2,813] never saw them teased; people stayed away because they were different
Kylee Morton [3,788] EH not harassed in gym last semester
Mandy Nichols [3,907] neither harassed
Steve Trujillo [4,650] didn’t see either harassed
Monica DuBois [4,921/24,407] never saw or heard anyone making fun of them
Sara Martin [5,036] EH not harassed
Rebecca Heins [5,276] EH/DK did not hate any jocks specifically, but felt teachers favored jocks
Brian Vincent [5,647] DK not picked on by jocks (nor did he see DK pick on anyone)
Melissa Walker [5,995] EH not harassed, had many friends
Deborah Conn [6,271] no problems between DK and jocks in class
Jennifer Harmon [6,545] never saw anyone pick on them
Mr. and Mrs. Klebold [10,509] parents told police that Dylan said he wasn’t bullied due to his size
Robyn Anderson [10,621] no visible hatred between EH/DK and jocks
Robyn Anderson [12,271] DK never talked about being abused

► EH/DK Harassed

John Savage [566] DK teased for clothes
Josh Chavez [736] DK made fun of in gym; called “Stretch”; uncoordinated, not good at sports
Danielle Danford [770] DK once spoke of jocks giving him trouble
Patrice Doyle [785] both teased about trenchcoats, but mildly; teased for bowling weird; not teased until they wore trench coats; last year EH was looked up to as smart
Keith Parkison [1,070] stayed away from EH when he and other TCM began harassing people
Joseph Ragole [1,102] jocks picked on EH/DK in halls
Justin Baer [1,290] jocks once picked on EH in gym, pushed him into lockers
Amy Evans [2,961] both teased for trenchcoats on hot days
Angela Nelson [3,896] EH occasionally harassed by jocks

David Smith [4,454] EH teased, but not badly; others had it worse

Steve Trujillo [4,650] heard that jocks had slammed EH and DK into lockers, but he never saw it

Scott Rathbun [5,085] both teased previous year by kids who graduated; doesn’t understand why EH/DK would do such a thing to people who had never done anything to them

Jordan Grimm [5,701–02] he teased DK about coat

Mr. Peter Horvath (CHS dean) [5,708] 3–4 weeks prior to attack, EH and DK said a student was mouthy to them

Susan DeWitt [6,196] EH mad at Mike Dinkle for making fun of him (apparently this was behind EH’s back); (also noted in Susan’s report on p. 18,390) EH upset/hurt that Mike Dinkle made fun of him

Dustin Harrison [6,576] teased about clothes; [6577] teachers did not intervene when EH/DK were harassed in class

Dustin Thurmon [7,261] made fun of EH/DK for trench coats in 90 degrees; taunted them in bowling class

Mollie Weksler [7,357–58] teachers and a staff member picked on EH/DK

Frank Zirger [7,412] if any made fun of DK, he let it roll off his back; never saw EH/DK express anger toward others

Chris Morris [9,823] EH picked on by jocks because he was small

Mr. Robert Kirgis [10,160/10,170] heard EH/DK mention they were picked on by jocks

(Redacted) [10,264] relentless in his abuse of EH during gym; EH bad in sports; others teased him, too

(Redacted) [10,265] had friends who taunted EH

(Redacted) [10,273] made fun of EH in gym; had big head on skinny body; made fun of lots of people (not just EH)

Robert Kirgis [10,490–92] EH and DK said they got picked on because they were nerds

Mr. and Mrs. Klebold [10,509] said DK said that EH was picked on

Kristi Epling / Alyssa Sechler [10,718–19] EH was teased by jocks for how he dressed and his size

Cory Friesen [10,726] he thought EH/DK were picked on constantly at school

Chris Morris [10,834–35] EH picked on more than DK; EH depressed about his size and getting picked on

Robert Perry [10,853] “like a lot of other TCM members, he [EH] had been constantly picked on, taunted, and had food thrown at him”

Mike Paavilainen [16,418] EH/DK teased more in junior year by jocks who graduated in 1998; EH teased for “heil Hitler” salute in bowling

(Redacted) [18,989] student had run-ins with Rocky Hoffschneider, who had also harassed EH/DK

(Redacted) [19,648] years ago DK made fun of because he didn’t fit in and was very odd

(Redacted) [19,710] he and others teased EH relentlessly in gym because he was bad at sports

Eric Harris [26,014] journal entry where he complained he was made fun of

Eric Harris [26,015] journal entry where he complained he was made fun of

---

1 Cory graduated in 1997. Thus, he was not in school for EH and DK’s last two years and did not witness any harassment during that time.

2 Both of Eric’s journal entries where he complained of being teased occurred in November, 1998, just five days apart. It is perhaps relevant that the one episode of physical harassment that has been documented occurred in the fall of 1998. It is also noteworthy that in each entry where he complained about being made fun of, Eric went on to almost justify or exonerate his peers. In the first passage, Eric made his complaint and then wrote, “Then again, I have always hated how I looked, I make fun of people who look like me, sometimes without even thinking sometimes just because I want to rip on myself.” He seemed to feel he deserved to be picked on. In the next entry, Eric complained of being mistreated and then wrote, “Then again its human nature to do what you did … so I guess I am also attacking the human race.” Again, after his complaint he acknowledged that people are simply being human by acting as they do. It is an interesting personality dynamic.
Harassing / Intimidating

Adam Kyler [247/8,677] DK (and three others) harassed and threatened to kill him; parents went to administration

Joshua Lapp [483] people didn’t dare talk to EH or DK; say “hi” and get bad response

Keith Parkison [1,069] DK picked on people, including Keith; almost had physical fights

Keith Parkison [1,070] EH picked on people

Amanda Paukune [1,074] DK was “mean and sarcastic” to her

Mr. Craig Place (CHS teacher/dean) [1,090] EH picked on freshmen

Evan McClaugherty [2,038/21,138] accidentally bumped EH who pushed him, said he should “watch his back”

Chris Walker [2,236] heard from someone that once DK was “very scary” – there was a fight and DK was going “crazy”

Seth Biggi [2,476] DK picked fight with jock

Ali Boukhalfa [2,522] a friend accidentally bumped DK, this led to pushing

Ms. Tommie Nykanen (CHS teacher) [5,179] scared of DK; he laughed at her inappropriately, defiantly

Megan Minger [5,528] EH stared at her – evil stare

Melissa Walker [5,995] KMFDM – thought it was a radio station; EH “got all defensive”

Melissa Walker [6,001–2] asked EH about KMFDM hat – “what station is that?” EH got upset, said “you just wait and see”

Michael Biggs [6,140] EH stared, intimidated him

Jennifer Harmon [6,548] everyone was scared of them

Gary Reinginer [7,068] DK/EH yelled at jocks junior year

Dustin Thurmon [7,260] athlete who had problems with DK/EH; EH wanted to fight him

Tara Zobjeck [7,380] DK called her “bitch” after gym incident; harassed her

Tara Zobjeck [7,416] pushed people and cheated in gym

Chris Morris [8,897] EH started fights with jocks, expected Chris Morris to back him up

Michelle Hartsough [10,150] DK was rude/difficult; hit her once because she counseled him on infraction at work

(Redacted) [10,286] DK called girl a bitch during flag football; other boy intervened, told DK to back off

Devon Adams [10,616] EH/DK made fun of boy in theatre department

Chris Morris [10,838] recently, EH more aggressive; picking fights, expecting Chris to back him up

Michelle Hartsough [16,607] DK: scary person

Sasha Jacobs [17,411] dated EH 16–20 times (10/97 to 1/98); broke up, got email threats

Jerry Snow [17,957] in 8th grade his daughter got threatening letter from EH, DK and others

(Redacted) [19,326] EH picked fight last year

Carrie Preziosi [21,138] had confrontation with EH about 4 months ago (from 5/4/99)

Matthew Wills (boyfriend of Tara Zobjeck) [23,450] threatened to kick ass of DK for harassing Tara

Jason Kirk [24,351] had run-in with boy he thinks was EH on July 4, 1998

Jacquelyn Baker [25,053] DK scared her – the way he walked and looked at her

Ms. Catherine Dudley (mother of Colby Dudley) [25,366] Colby had confrontation with EH

Eric Harris [26,014] journal entry where he wrote, “I make fun of people who look like me”

Dylan Klebold [26,236] inscription in EH’s yearbook: “can’t wait to dub the new freshman”

Dylan Klebold [26,238] inscription in EH’s yearbook: “sitting in the commons dubbing & laughing at fags”

Dylan Klebold [26,388] journal entry about trying not to ridicule/make fun of people at school
Dylan Klebold [26,396] journal entry: “I try not to pick on people”

- Moody / Bad Tempered / Rageful

Monica Schuster [1,140] EH more angry than DK
Mary Barnes [1,300] EH “very moody”
Caleb Newberry [1,593] thought EH was weird; EH always angry; DK got angry if Caleb didn’t throw ball to him
Linda Rebrovic [4,157] EH got frustrated, cursed in German
Patricia Kelly [5,003] EH was moody
Mr. Peter Horvath (CHS dean) [5,707] DK “began cussing at him”; was angry kid
Jason Cornelius [6,281] EH seemed very troubled inside; if anyone questioned his beliefs, he became angry
Susan Fjeldheim [6,195] mother of Susan DeWitt; EH angry when he called and Susan wasn’t home
Joseph Jonas [10,157] EH seemed to lose temper easily with phone customers at Blackjack Pizza
Mr. Robert Kirgis [10,170] EH held grudges
Eric Harris [10,411–26/26,783–84] webpages including wide-ranging anger and homicidal rage (especially 10,425)
Eric Harris [10,414/26,783] “You know what I love!!!? Punching things!”
Mr. and Mrs. Klebold [10,513] EH would get mad at DK if he “screwed something up”
Eric Harris [10,733] yearbook inscription, raging hatred (“God I fucking hate people”)
Michelle Hartsough [16,607] EH angry at life
Eric Harris [26,003–18] journal full of wide-ranging anger and homicidal wrath
Eric Harris [26,187] writing assignment: “my anger management problems” make him different from others
Eric Harris [26,343–44/26,856] webpage including homicidal, sadistic rage
Eric Harris [26,496] yearbook inscription, raging hatred (“You know what I hate!!? MANKIND!!!!,” etc.)
Eric Harris [26,770] writing assignment: “Zeus and I also get angry easily and punish people in unusual ways”
[DK Diversion p. 19] parents report DK had problems with anger; “He is often angry or sullen and behaviors seem disrespectful and intolerant of others”
[EH Diversion p. 3] he reported letting his anger build up and punching walls
[EH Diversion p. 17] parents noted outbursts including punching things (at work and school, but not at home)
[EH Diversion p. 24] EH reported he had a “short temper; often get angry at almost anything I don’t like”
[EH Diversion p. 39] punched walls four times a month

3 ERIC AND DYLAN: GIRLS, PROM, AND SEX

This section documents reports about Eric’s and Dylan’s interactions with girls. Other relevant references may be found in the section on their social activities and friendships.

- Eric Harris

Eric Harris [960] a yearbook inscription where he refers to having dated Sasha Jacobs
Katie Thompson [1,221] once dated EH in February, 1999; mother put stop to it because EH was too old
Ms. Bianca Thompson [1,223] EH called frequently, trying to get date with her daughter (Katie); heard from friend that Katie was afraid of EH
Ms. Sharon Morrissey (CHS teacher) [1,575] after the attack, two freshmen (Marla Foust and Katie Thompson) wrote fond essays about EH and DK and she thought they may have had crushes on them

Jessica Guertz [3,131] EH took her, Katie Thompson, and Veronica Griffith to lunch two weeks before attack

Timothy Kastle [3,420] EH upset about not having a prom date

Liza Madden [3,607] EH often asked out Kristen Quikien; she wouldn't go out with him

Alisa Owen [3,983] she may have asked EH to a class dance in 8th or 9th grade

Laurel Salerno [4,289] EH asked Katie Thompson to prom; her mother wouldn't let her go, and he wasn't her type

Aimee Stone [4,557] EH asked Katie Thompson out, but she did not accept

Jessica Rauh [5,319/24,945] EH wanted to take Katie Thompson to the prom, but she thought he was “weird”

Megan Minger [5,527/19,235] EH wanted to date her, but she turned him down

Ms. Susan Fjeldheim [6,195] mother of Susan DeWitt; EH angry when he called and Susan wasn't home

Susan DeWitt [6,195] EH asked her out; she went to EH's house on 4/17; EH gave Susan goodnight kiss on cheek (see also Susan DeWitt: 10,207–13)

Sarah Leary [6,774] EH hugged her on 4/20/99; inscribed her yearbook (6,776)

Mollie Weksler [7,358] EH asked Brandy Tinklenburg to prom (through a friend); EH very upset when turned down;3 EH asked Sabrina Cooley to prom

Stephanie True [8,848] thought EH/DK were “hot,” looked like “bad boys”

Kim Carlin [10,143] with EH/DK after prom; had photo taken with EH

Billy Dao [10,145–46] EH dated girl named Kim (presumably Kim Carlin); she worked briefly at Blackjack’s

Richard Harrell [10,149] EH went out of his way to wait on female customers at Blackjack’s

Tanya Worlock [10,215] EH asked her out maybe 10 times; he was polite but wouldn’t take no for an answer; he also asked out Megan Lebsack; both girls worked at Great Clips (same place as Susan DeWitt)

Ms. Cheryl Valdez (Mrs. H's hairdresser) [10,247] EH upset about not having a date for prom; told mother, “sometimes being a teenager really sucks”

(Redacted) [10,277–8] met EH at soccer game; went out three times in summer of 1998; EH wasn’t her type; not talkative, not personable; “nice, but sort of weird;” she wouldn’t return his calls

Police report [10,376] report of Basement Tapes; EH says goodbye to Susan (DeWitt), wants her to have a CD

Nate Dykeman [10,697] he and several others attempted to get EH a date for prom

Chris Morris [10,836] he and others tried to find EH a prom date

Brenda Parker [10,844–5] claimed she dated EH for several months; claimed they twice had intimate relations (QS)

Sasha Jacobs [17,411] dated EH 16–20 times (10/97 to 1/98); broke up, got email threats

Ms. Sydney Jo Keating (CHS staff) [17,665/23,158] thought EH liked Crystal Bragazzi

Sabrina Cooley [17,760] EH asked her to prom; said no, embarrassed him in front of class

(Readacted) [18,523] dated EH about 3 times; hasn’t seen him since summer of ’98

(Readacted) [19,017] double-dated with EH to homecoming freshman year

Valerie Lage [19,141] dated EH in 1996

(Readacted) [20,999] EH called her home to ask her out; her name and number were found in his wallet

---

3 Brandy did not reject EH because she didn’t like him. She told a reporter, “I hadn’t planned on going to the prom. It was late notice … It was nothing against Eric. He was always really sweet to me” (Carnahan, Ann. “Girl Turned Down Harris for Prom Date.” Denver Rocky Mountain News, 1 May 1999. http://denver.rockymountainnews.com/shooting/0501bran7.shtml).

4 Mr. Robert Kirgis denied that EH and Kim Carlin dated; see 10,170.
EH had unsent e-mail to Sara Davis (friend from Plattsburgh, NY)

Lauren Tocci [22,166] EH took her to lunch with Katie Thompson and Veronica Griffith two weeks before attack

Jennifer Sweet [22,258] said she dated EH for three weeks about 1.5 years ago; according to a friend, Jennifer bragged that she was EH’s ex-girlfriend and said she got a call from him the day of the attack telling her what was going to happen; when Jennifer was interviewed by police she denied any prior knowledge of the attack (QS)

EH called often for date; met once at Chili’s

Jessica Geurts [22,854] went to lunch with EH two weeks ago


Eric Harris [26,015–16] journal entry about lusting after girls, fantasy of tricking them into his room and raping them

Eric Harris [26,018] journal entry of his bewilderment at his inability to have sex

Eric Harris [26,024] list of things to do: “get laid” with initials V and R next to it (Vodka and Reb, i.e., Dylan and Eric)

Eric Harris [26,629] letter EH wrote to a girl he worked with, expressing interest in her

Dylan Klebold

Hannah Cain [1,348] heard rumor DK liked Rachel Scott and freaked out when he killed her

Marla Fanst [1,410] claimed DK asked her to the prom; said Devon Adams was DK’s ex-girlfriend (QS)

Sarah Slater [4,436] DK had crush on her; Sarah had internet conversations with DK; he wanted to date her

Joanne Matlock [5,041] went to mall with her, helped her with homework

Tiffany Burk [6,205] hung out with DK and Robyn Anderson couple times (1/99 to 4/99)

Stephanie True [8,848] thought EH/DK were “hot,” looked like “bad boys”

Police report [10,376] report of Basement Tapes; DK said he didn’t want to go to prom, but his parents are paying

Mrs. Klebold [10,508] DK went to prom with Robyn Anderson; she was a sweet girl, she and DK studied calculus together, but DK did not seem to think of her as a girlfriend

Mrs. Klebold [10,523] Robyn invited DK to prom; at first he didn’t want to go, but friends talked him into it

Robyn Anderson [10,623] called DK 3 times a week; bowled on Fridays with him and others; visited at Blackjack’s; she and DK studied calculus together; been to DK’s house to watch movies, play pool

Nate Dykeman [10,708] Robyn Anderson liked DK a lot, but he just wanted to be friends

Cory Friesen [10,727] DK went out w/ Kristen (?)

Sasha Jacobs [17,411] dated DK a couple times in 10/97

Tobin Kennedy [19,694] DK asked her on date

Eric Harris [26,024] list of things to do: “get laid” with initials V and R next to it (Vodka and Reb, i.e., Dylan and Eric)

Dylan Klebold [26,385–26,417] DK’s journal, where he wrote about girls repeatedly, but all their names are blacked out

Dylan Klebold [26,396] journal entry expressed sorrow regarding pornography; mentions foot fetish, a liking for bondage, and masturbation

Dylan Klebold [26,408–09] love letter to a girl at school

Dylan Klebold [26,414] journal entry expressed sorrow regarding pornography; mentions foot fetish, a liking for bondage, and masturbation

Dylan Klebold [26,430] notes of pornographic websites, including one for fetishes

Dylan Klebold [26,479] letter to a girl he was interested in

(Redacted) [26,509–10] front and back views of handmade card for DK’s 17th birthday; addresses DK as “my very fan-TASTIC friend;” signed with a heart and two blacked out names
Mainstream coverage of Eric and Dylan has often presented them as loners who were detached from their school. The references in this section document the extent to which Eric and Dylan were socially involved with a wide range of peers in numerous ways, as well as the jobs they had in the community and the activities they were involved in at school.

► Parties with Friends

Jennifer Hazen [4,964] EH went to Halloween party as Unabomber; used to go to mall and parties with EH
Deborah Conn [6,271] met EH at party at Robyn Anderson's house
Renee Kinsella [6,718] DK attended cast/crew party for “Frankenstein”
Monica Malonson [6,844] EH at party at Jeanette's house
Nicole Markham [8,796] at EH’s birthday party; EH really funny
James Thornby [10,201] New Year’s Eve party: EH, DK, James Thornby, Chris M., Billy, others
Mr. Robert Kirgis [10,170/10,492] Christmas party in 12/97] EH, Brady, Jeff, Ken
(Redacted) [10,558] went to movies, Christmas party (12/97) with DK
Devon Adams [10,618] DK went to her birthday party; had been to her house several times
Robyn Anderson [10,628] bought shirt for EH’s birthday
Cory Friesen [10,727/10,731] went to EH’s birthday party
Zach Heckler [10,763/10,765] he and EH at Robyn’s party in March
Nicole Markham [10,774] went to EH’s birthday party at Draft Bar in Southwest Mall; EH and DK at After-Prom (1999)
Chris Morris [10,836] DK, Cory Friesen, Nicole Markham, and he were at EH’s birthday party
Robyn Anderson [12,273] had party at her house on 3/26/99; EH came; DK was away; 10–15 friends attended
Eric Harris [26,095] note in planner for “party?” on June 27, 1998
Dylan Klebold [26,238] inscription in EH’s yearbook referring to “both kickass 4ths of July” (may have been parties)
Eric Harris [26,259] note in his planner to “make donuts for Oktober Fest”
[EH Diversion p. 49] EH went to after-prom party in 1998; had fun

► Video Production Class / Making Videos

Chris Walker [2,235–2,236] worked together on video projects
Renee Kinsella [6,718] DK funny on a video
Ryan Shumer [7,172] friends with EH/DK; DK: computer simulation of blowing up school in video class
Tad Boles [10,656] friend who had video classes with EH/DK
Eric Jackson [10,770] good friends with DK; made video together
Dustin Gorton [10,734] 4/19 making movie with EH/DK at Eric Jackson’s (see also 10,736; 10,745)
Eric Veik [10,909–12] he, Mike Vendengia, and Chris Walker made videos with EH/DK

► Playing Video Games and Other Games

Vanessa Grimes [3,213] DK/EH belonged to paintball team called “Fighting Amish” (w/ Chris Morris); EH/DK played Dungeons and Dragons and a game called Magic
Timothy Castle [3,419] fantasy baseball with 12 kids (DK, Adam Sands, Chad Laughlin, Cliff Andrews, Ben Hanson, Dan Palmenter, Jason Sands, Jason Frasier, Justin Palmenter, Chris Howell, Dan Halsey, Timothy Kastle); talked to DK daily; 3,420] talked to EH almost every morning

Sarah Slater [4,436] DK and Zach Heckler played video games together

Steven Vaughn [5,125] EH/DK played Doom with Greg Hofer

Mike Dinkle [5,192] played video games with EH at EH’s house, along with Josh Swanson

Jeffrey Hulse [5,468] played video game (Doom) with EH during 9th and 10th grade

Greg Hofer [6,624] played video games with EH in 9th grade

Dave Proctor [7,043/24,242] he and Scott Carpenter played Doom (and Hexen) with EH/DK; Robyn Anderson and Patrick McDuffy also played Doom with them

Michelle Hartsough [10,350] EH, DK, and Chris Morris played paintball

Robyn Anderson [10,630] Z played computer games with EH and DK

Tad Boles [10,656] played paintball with EH/DK

Zach Heckler [10,763] played Quake with DK

Zach Heckler [12,249] played video games with EH and DK

Jordan (surname redacted) [18,154] knew EH/DK from mall; both played Live Action Role Play (QS)

Katie Savage [23,128] met EH through Shawn Pettinger; Katie played Dungeons & Dragons with EH several times

Eric Harris [26,065] notes in planner regarding “practice” and “no soccer” in March, 1998

► Bowling

Jennifer LaPlante [6,768] bowled with EH

Kim Carlin [10,142] she and EH often went out together to eat or go bowling

Mr. and Mrs. Klebold [10,508] DK went bowling regularly with group of friends

(Redacted) [10,558] went bowling with DK

Robyn Anderson [10,623] bowled on Fridays with DK and others; [10,634] bowled with kid named Eric; [10,636] Chris Morris bowled with them

Kristi Epling [10,719] she and EH bowled

Zach Heckler [10,754] bowled with EH, DK, Monica Schuster, Robyn Anderson


Brenda Parker [10,845] claimed she dated EH for several months and went bowling with him (QS)

Dylan Klebold [26,238] inscription in EH’s yearbook mentioned midnight bowling and pool

► School: Participation in Class and Other Activities

Ms. Peggy Dodd (CHS teacher) [328] EH was nice, enjoyed having him as assistant in the computer/video lab

Seth Houy [411] DK was student assistant or helped out in the Tech lab

Mr. Richard Long (CHS teacher) [493] DK was assistant with computer lab

John Savage [556] worked with DK on stage crew (DK recognized him during attack and let him leave unharmed)

Jennifer Tindall [1,232] EH/DK on RNN staff

Shaun Downey [1,404] EH/DK frequently worked on RNN

Trista Fogarty [1,419] heard that EH/DK had keys to RNN
Chris Walker [2,230] EH in after school soccer and volleyball
Ms. Caprice Wyatt (CHS teacher) [2,271] DK presented well; he wanted to help with website
Ms. Sue Caruthers (CHS teacher) [2,692] DK worked for her on several play productions
Julie Naslund [3,886] EH good in gym
Penny Burton [4,885] DK worked on school talent show in fall of 1998
Patrick Kelly [5,003] DK did sound for talent show
Yoshi Carroll [5,421] DK loved working sound board in theatre; DK, Zach Heckler, and Chris Tabaldo maintained school's web server and web page
Megan Minger [5,528] EH on RNN
Mr. Thomas Klebold [10,508] DK worked sound and lights at CHS plays; was computer assistant at CHS
Tad Boles [10,656] Tad designed webpages for teachers, as did EH, DK, and Chris Morris
Patrick McDuffee [10,792] DK in chess club with him
Chris Tibaldo [10,902] he, Zach, and DK put computers together for school
Government/economics class [26,317–18] EH “positive attitude and good cooperation”
Accelerated chemistry class [26,323] EH “positive attitude and good cooperation”
American literature class [26,325] EH “positive attitude and good cooperation”; “strong interest and participation”
German class [26,329] EH “positive attitude and good cooperation”
Biology class [26,331] EH “positive attitude and good cooperation”; German: “strong interest and participation”
Biology class [26,332] EH “positive attitude and good cooperation”
American literature class [26,333] EH “positive attitude and good cooperation”
[EH Diversion p. 29] EH said he was on “Columbine Rush” (soccer team)

- Miscellaneous Friends, Jobs, Activities, and Positive Impressions

Jessica Holliday [366] DK had been to her house for dinner with other friends two years ago
Chad Laughlin [955] spoke to EH/DK daily; DK was at Chad's house a month ago to work on project
Victoria Agustini [1,278/24,100] spoke to EH a couple times, he helped find classroom on first day of school
Nick Baumgart [1,779–80] DK was gentle; EH worked at fireworks stand; paid in fireworks
Margaret Burns [2,602] DK was a normal kid in fifth or sixth grade
Jessica Guertz [3,131] took Katie Thompson and 2 other girls to lunch 2 weeks before attack
Timothy Kastle [3,420] friend of DK’s; DK was a good guy; attack was out of character
Kate Place [4,084] EH helped her with her geometry homework at school
Steve Trujillo [4,649–50] EH seemed nice; on soccer team 3–4 years; DK joined soccer team, but didn’t last long
Nathan Vanderau [4,683] DK once belonged to same church youth group
Alison Brock [4,870] DK was really nice, very friendly, and would joke around
Amanda Peterson [5,082] DK was “a kind of funny guy” and joked with people
Scott Rathbun [5,085] used to sit with DK at lunch; had been good friends with EH from soccer team
George Sneddon [5,205] considered EH and DK two of his best friends; DK told that he was one of the few people who ever talked to him
Rebecca Heins [5,276] cut classes with EH; once went to EH’s house for lunch in 3/99
Richard Hoover [5,282] family friends with Klebolds; on baseball team together; went to baseball games together; EH sat with Becca Heins and Brooks in philosophy
Tiffany Burk [6,205] hung out with DK and Robyn Anderson couple times (1/99 to 4/99)
Eric Christner [6,250] played cards with DK in cafeteria; talked baseball and music
Deborah Conn [6,271] EH “seemed like a really nice guy”
Matt Friedman [6,400] friend of DK’s; went to his house once to play pool and watch movie
Jennifer Harmon [6,541] EH used to play baseball, quit not long ago
Renee Kinsella [6,718–19] DK nice; “a fun guy” but a little strange; hid in the shadows
Monica Malonson [6,844] DK was nice to her
Tyler Pearce [7,002] EH played on sports teams, seemed like a normal person
David Proctor [7,044] EH was incredibly smart
Zack Rissmiller [7,078] EH and DK had been nice to him
Eric Vanwoensel [7,312] rode with EH to computer tournament in Red Rocks in 1995 or 1996
Frank Zirger [7,412] often had breakfast at McDonald’s with DK and Brian Sargent; DK was happy, never saw him angry; EH and DK seemed normal
Nicole Markham [8,796] EH was really funny; she went to his 18th birthday party and had fun
Brian Dristel [10,154] went to gun shows with EH/DK
David Cave [10,217] supervised EH at Tortilla Wraps in summer ’98; EH was good worker
(Redacted) [10,283] in Cub Scouts with Dylan; friends in 4th–6th grades
Police report [10,375] report of Basement Tapes; EH refers to his friends at Blackjack’s (Jason, Chris, Angel, Phil, Bob)
Mr. Thomas Klebold [10,508] DK worked at Blackjack’s Pizza, then Computer Renaissance, and back to Blackjack’s; his close friends included Zach Heckler, Nathan Dykeman, and EH; also mentioned Chris Morris, though unlike the others he apparently had never been to their home; DK involved with fantasy baseball with Kristine Theilbault and others who had been to their home; [10,509] DK sometimes spent the night at EH’s house, as well as the homes of other friends; he slept over once every two to four weeks; [10,510] DK used to play drums in a band with Brooks Brown; DK and Brooks discussed writing a play together last year
Mr. and Mrs. Klebold [10,522] DK’s closest friends included EH, Zach Heckler, Nate Dykeman, Chris Morris, and Robyn Anderson
Byron Klebold [10,525] was familiar with Zach Heckler, EH, and Nate Dykeman as DK’s friends
Judy Brown [10,525–6] DK and her son, Brooks, friends since kindergarten; they worked on a school play together
Robyn Anderson [10,620] close to EH/DK; [10,622] been to DK’s house; [10,623] called DK 7 times a week; visited him at Blackjack’s; [10,624] DK: warm heart; wasn’t like person in attack; DK’s best friends: EH, Zach Heckler, Chris Morris, and Robyn; EH was funny; [10,626] she and DK studied calculus together; went to DK’s house to watch movies, play pool; [10,636] Kelli Brown [10,681] Zach Heckler said he and DK talked every day; at prom, DK was same happy person he normally was; talkative, friendly, joking; DK rode to prom in limo with Kelli, Brandon Fike, Robyn Anderson, Nate Dykeman, Kristi Epling, Monica Schuster, Steven Partridge, Jana Buchel, Brad Simpson, Jessica Hughes and Paul
Nate Dykeman [10,694] DK’s parents were like a second set of parents to him
Kristi Epling / Alyssa Sechler [10,718] Nate Dykeman and DK were best friends, like brothers; Nate and EH were friends; Chris Morris and Nate worked at Blackjacks; [10,719] Epling and EH sent notes to each other; she was good friends with EH; he asked her about girl advice; she and Alyssa invited EH to hang out; [10,720] Kristi wrote notes to EH in class; other friends of EH in German class were Monica Schuster, Chris Walker, Tiffany Typher; [10,722] Kristi and Alyssa went to EH’s house twice to take him out with them
Dustin Gorton [10,746] set up bowling pins in woods for target practice for EH
Zach Heckler [10,754] talked to DK every night; [10,763] Zack worked at Blackjack’s in summer of 1997
Chris Morris [10,835] he worked at Blackjack Pizza with Phil Duran, Nate Dykeman, EH, and DK
Robert Perry [10,853] DK was more friendly and easy-going than EH
Charles Phillips [10,868] saw concert with them a couple of years ago; [10,876] worked with them at Blackjack’s; first met DK in theatre productions class
Chris Tibaldo [10,902] DK seemed like happy person; DK gave Chris rides home;
Charles Phillips [10,868] saw concert with them a couple of years ago; [10,876] worked with them at Blackjack’s; first met DK in theatre productions class
Chris Tibaldo [10,902] DK seemed like happy person; DK gave Chris rides home;
Ms. Sydney Jo Keating (CHS staff) [12,277] EH/DK associates: Kristine Theilbault; Eric Dutro; Pat McDuffee
Mr. Chris Lau (former owner of Blackjack’s Pizza) [17,603] EH was best employee; promoted him on 4/16/99
Sabrina Cooley [17,760] DK’s best friend was Zach Heckler
Chad Laughlin [18,495] worked with DK at Tortilla Wraps; drove Nate to Wyoming for fireworks for DK
Jenni Laufenberg [20,207] worked with EH at Tortilla Flat; had online conversations
Timothy Kastle [20,313] knew DK well, talked regularly; (DK crossed paths with him during attack, but did not shoot)
Jessica Geurts [22,854] went to lunch with EH two weeks before attack
Dustin Harrison [23,263] friend of EH/DK (formerly)
Joanne Matlock [24,369] went to mall, did homework, with DK
Jenette Oberg [24,385] occasionally went to friend’s house with EH
Eric Harris [26,571–75] internet conversation with a girl he worked with
Eric Harris [26,087] notes in planner for “tournament” on May 30–31, 1998
Eric Harris [26,095] note in planner for “rafting” on June 26, 1998
Dylan Klebold [26,238] inscription in EH’s yearbook mentioned KMFDM and Rammstein concerts they had been to
Dylan Klebold [26,401] journal entry mentioned having fun on church recreation activity (November 3, 1997)
Eric Harris [26,630–32] internet conversation with a girl he worked with (apparently same girl as in 26,571 above)5
[DK Diversion p. 25] DK worked at Albertson’s and Blackjack Pizza
[DK Diversion p. 51/55] worked parttime in neighbor’s yard doing maintenance

5 This girl appears to have been Jenni Laufenberg. The conversation refers to their workplace and Eric addresses her as “Jen” on p. 26,631. We know from Jenni’s testimony on p. 20,207 that she worked with him at Tortilla Wraps and that they had online chats. Furthermore, from the internal evidence of their chat, it can be deduced that it occurred on 9 July 1998. Jenni said that she was leaving in three weeks to be away for most of August, and Eric said that he had a Diversion (probation) appointment the next day. We know from his Diversion records that he had a meeting on 10 July 1998, which means that this conversation with Jenni was on the 9th.

**JOCKS AND THE TRENCH COAT MAFIA**

In the aftermath of the attack at Columbine, there was a significant focus on the behavior of both athletes and members of the Trench Coat Mafia. The following sections present references regarding mistreatment and/or misbehavior of both groups. Though the popular perception seems to be that jocks mistreated other students, including the Trench Coat Mafia, it appears that this was not as pervasive as initially reported. In addition, there is testimony that the Trench Coat Mafia also engaged in harassment, intimidation, and provocative behavior.
TCM/Jocks: No Harassing

Chris Cowles [763] no knowledge of jocks picking on TCM
Stefanie Haney [835–836] did not see jocks harass TCM; (did see TCM harass jocks)
Emily Jacobson [885–6] did not see jocks harass TCM
Brandon Larson [951] he was a jock and had no problems with TCM
Ms. Patricia Larson (Brandon Larson's mother) [952] no knowledge of problems between jocks and TCM
Kim Mohrbacher [1,558] did not see jocks harass TCM; did not see TCM harass anybody
Joshua Trygstad [1,690–1] did not see TCM harass anyone; did not see jocks or anyone else harass TCM
Daniel Gonzales [3,151] jocks and TCM bantered back and forth – no big deal
Laura Green [3,192] did not see anyone make fun of TCM
Candace Haywood [3,288] never saw TCM harassed, nor TCM harassing others
Brandy Klingbeil [3,465] never saw TCM harassed, nor TCM harassing others
Timothy Nep [3,902] never saw jocks harass TCM; did not see TCM harass others
Isiah Salazar [4,282] never saw TCM harass or harassing
Patrick Kelly [5,005] never saw TCM harass or harassing
Kathryn Ulbrarri [5,117] did not see jocks harass TCM
John Husband [5,285] never saw TCM harass or harassing
Kobi Maisel [5,322] did not see jocks harass TCM; did not see TCM harass anyone
Shane Krey [5,907] did not see anyone harass TCM
Michael Bierman [6,135] did not see TCM harass anyone
Michael Hildebrandt [6,619] did not see jocks harass TCM; did not see TCM harass anyone
Eric Long [6,802] did not see jocks harass TCM; did not see TCM harass anyone
Kyle Nitta [6,953] did not see jocks harass TCM or TCM harass anyone (except one who picked on him)
Justin Obermeyer [6,960] did not see TCM harassed; did not see TCM harass anyone
Tyler Pearce [7,002] did not see TCM harassed or harassing
Jennifer Perlman [7,008] did not see TCM harassed or harassing
Ryan Typher [7,295] did not see TCM harassed or harassing
Mollie Weksler [7,358] did not see jocks harass TCM, but they talked about them behind their backs
John Voehl [10,251] though EH was not part of TCM, it is interesting to note that he had hoped the CHS basketball team would do well (“I thought they’d go all the way”)

TCM Harassed

Danielle Danford [770] jocks picked on TCM, but no more than other groups of students
Michael Bierman [6,135] jocks harassed TCM, especially about their clothes
Casey Hetzel [6,612] jocks picked on TCM; called them “dirt bags”; fights between them in locker room
Leigh Patterson [6,996] jocks harassed Robert Perry
Steven Sumida [7,229] heard that jocks harassed TCM but didn’t witness it
Greg Hydle [7,515] jocks called TCM “no sports”; picked on them all the time
(Redacted) [10,269] seemed like they were harassed less after getting a name, it gave them an identity, they liked it
Devon Adams [10,615] jocks called TCM names when they wore dusters
Patrick McDuffee [10,792] most problems with football players were last year
Charles Phillips [10,868] graduated CHS in 1997; [10,873] TCM had been harassed daily

TCM Harassing / Threatening / Intimidating / Provocative

Chris Cowles [763] Chris Morris had chain, engaged in threatening behavior
Stefanie Haney [835–836] did not see jocks harass TCM; did see TCM harass jocks
Emily Jacobson [885–6] TCM gave her dirty looks, intimidated her
Keith Parkison [1,070] stayed away from EH when he and other TCM began harassing people
Mr. Craig Place (CHS teacher/dean) [1,090] Chris Morris pulled knife
Kristi Mohrbacher [1,011] Joe Stair and Eric Dutro used to grab each other; say “Satan loves you”
Sarah Olejniczak [2,080] Isaiah Shoels harassed for being a jock
Louis Scileppi [4,355] Chris Morris had chain and was swinging it in response to conflict with peer
Andrew Breed [4,866] member of TCM held knife to his throat
Megan Morrison [5,052] Chris Morris scared her; picked on others and thus was picked on, too
Kathryn Ulibarri [5,117] TCM harassed other students; mouthed off to them as they walked past
Janet Etchart [5,554] three African American students complained of racism from TCM
Mr. Frank DeAngelis (CHS principal) [5,673] heard that Eric Dutro and Joe Stair used to provoke jocks by dancing in front of them, grabbing each others’ butts/groin and kissing
Mr. Peter Horvath (CHS dean) [5,708] Brian Sargent had hot temper, very volatile; hung out with EH/DK
Shane Krey [5,907] saw TCM harass jocks
Russell Schyler [5,970/23,714] TCM racist toward Isaiah Shoels; TCM called jocks “steroid freaks” and “losers”
Kelly Beer [6,107] Joe Stair and Eric Dutro kissed in front of whole cafeteria; Dutro got in people’s faces saying “Satan loves you;” made death threats to students; Kelly received death threats on the telephone
Leigh Patterson [6,996] Brian Sargent got into fight with Isaiah Shoels
Tyler Pearce [7,002] Brian Sargent got into fight last year with Isaiah Shoels
Jennifer Perlman [7,008] Joe Stair stared at girls; wore jacket with racial and misogynistic comments
John Reffel [8,841] TCM called him “stupid jock” and broke his car antennae
Roison McEwen [10,188] Chris Morris bragged about his criminal record and carried a gold butterfly knife
Joshua Uncapher [10,202] heard that Chris Morris pulled knife on someone
(Redacted) [10,267] last year two friends said Joe Stair wanted to blow up the school
(Redacted) [10,274] lot of trouble with Joe Stair; whole class was afraid of him; yelled he would blow up the school; kids believed he could do this; got called fag for “humping some other kid from behind” in the cafeteria
(Redacted) [10,284] Chris Morris taunted him; they started yelling; Morris pulled a knife (same on 10,285)
Robert Perry [10,854] Chris Morris threatened to beat him up and kill him; Morris constantly picked fights; TCM had violent confrontations with other students using baseball bats and knives
Eric Veik [10,909] TCM “intimidate everyone”
Robyn Anderson [12,271] huge fight between 20 TCM members and CHS freshmen
Mr. Jason Secore (manager at Blackjack) [18,505] Chris Morris seemed violent; knew how to make bombs
Russell Schyler [23,714] TCM racist toward Isaiah Shoels
BIGOTRY AND NAZI BELIEFS IN ERIC AND DYLAN

This section contains reports of Eric and Dylan's bigotry and Nazi interest. Also, it has sometimes been said that although the attack took place on Hitler's birthday, there was no evidence that Eric and Dylan knew it was Hitler's birthday. Testimony cited here indicates otherwise.

▶ Racism and Admiration of Nazis

Adam Kyler [248] in Spirit Week, DK painted swastika on face
Amber Huntington [420] EH idolized Hitler
Jeffrey Marquadt [988] EH: “heil Hitler” in bowling; (sometimes Chris Morris did it, too)
Keith Parkison [1,070] EH swastika on coat and backpack
Lisa Steepleton [1,664] EH swastika patch
Jonathan Ungerland [1,700–04] EH/DK talked about being neo-Nazis, wanting to kill blacks and Jews
Carrie Sabey [2,150] EH/DK gave Nazi salutes in bowling class
Jennifer Smull [2,185/16,400] on 4/20/99, EH commented, “not to mention it’s Hitler’s birthday”
Terry Lawson [3,532] EH racist jokes, admired Hitler
Salli Melfi [5,043] Rebel News Network at CHS: “Today is Hitler’s birthday” (?)
John Skeels [5,404] EH gave Hitler salute in bowling
Megan Minger [5,528] EH wore cap with German cross
Stephen Partridge [5,946] Hitler salute in bowling
Melissa Walker [6,002] heard from friend that RNN referred to 4/20 as Hitler’s birthday (?)
Susan DeWitt [6,199] EH might have had Hitler picture above bed
Deborah Conn [6,272] either EH or DK had sticker of German cross on his car
Dustin Harrison [6,576] EH “idolized Hitler”
Nicole Markham [8,796] talked about Hitler’s birthday coming up
Chris Morris [9,823] DK read book on Nazis
Michelle Hartsough [10,350] EH talked about Nazi beliefs
James Brian Thornby II [10,199] EH needed propane by 4/20 because it was Hitler’s birthday
Chris Morris [10,039] EH/DK started acting like skinheads or someone following Hitler
Police report [10,379] report of Basement Tapes; EH had knife with swastika on the sheath
Police report [10,380] report of Basement Tapes; EH/DK refer to a “nigger” and “spics”
Eric Harris [10,414/26,783] webpage comment about hating homosexuals (“It is just plain wrong”)
Kelli Brown [10,677] EH prejudiced, hateful; nicknames: Hitler and Reb
Cory Friesen [10,726–27] EH/DK into Nazi stuff
Zach Heckler [10,755] EH/DK very racist
Eric Jackson [10,770] DK made frequent racial remarks
Patrick McDuffee [10,792] EH did not like blacks
Chris Morris [10,827] “Eric was gettin’ into that like Hitler stuff though which, you know was kind strange”
Chris Morris [10,835] EH had Hitler interest
Eric Veik [10,909/10,926] EH referred to 4/20 as Hitler’s birthday
Mike Paavilainen [16,418] EH teased for “heil Hitler” salute in bowling
Jennifer Falbo [17,475] EH/DK worshipped Hitler
Mr. Lee Wright (security officer) [19,642] EH/DK put graffiti on shop (“Death to Pigs” and “Nazis Rule”)
Mrs. Roma Sundgard [22,759] EH/DK believed to have carved “4-20 wrath revenge” and Nazi symbol in picnic table
Eric Harris [26,009–10] journal entry with bigotry toward blacks, gays, lesbians, and women
Eric Harris [26,013] journal entry referring to “niggers and spics and chinks;” drew swastika, SS (Nazi insignia) and KKK (Ku Klux Klan)
Eric Harris [26,015] journal entry referring to his racism, “niggs,” “spics,” and Hitler/Nazis
Eric Harris [26,017] journal entry about placing bombs “without any fuckin Jews finding them”
Eric Harris [26,088] comment in planner, “none are equal/pure discrimination”
Eric Harris [26,110] lists of ethnic slurs for whites, blacks, Asians, Native Americans, Lations, Jews, Middle East
Eric Harris [26,111] EH drew swastikas
Eric Harris [26,248] comment in planner, “nigger=darkie=Rastus=coon”
Eric Harris [26,265] EH drew Nazi symbols in his school planner (see also 26,285 and 26,496)
Dylan Klebold [26,238] inscription in EH’s yearbook: “fags,” “nigger,” “Supa Nigga!!”
Eric Harris [26,495] “Supa Nigga!”

▶ No Racist or Nazi Behavior

Devin Casteel [2,698] (African American with gym locker next to DK’s); no threats or racial insults from DK
Sarah Leary [6,774] did not hear prejudiced talk from EH
Robyn Anderson [10,622] no knowledge of their interest in Hitler; saw no swastikas on their clothes
Phil Duran [10,829] (friend of EH/DK who was part Mexican); EH/DK not racist toward him
Eric Harris [10,413/10,420] EH wrote about hating racism and people who hate those who are different

7 ERIC’S AND DYLAN’S ALIENATING BEHAVIOR

Eric and Dylan alienated many people through their interests and behavior. The references below document these aspects of Eric and Dylan.

▶ Classroom Behavior / Alienating Interests or Talk

Danielle Danford [770] said EH’s life revolved around guns – it was all he ever talked about
Quentin Brown [1,324] class did not find hitman video funny; made video with “Du Hast” (song by Rammstein) in background
Darran Metzler [1,546] DK had “fetish” for knives
Christopher Walker [2,232–33] EH talked about learning to build bombs, wanted Christopher to buy him a gun; 2,236| EH planned to make video of EH and DK shooting students in cafeteria
Tina Bernacchi [2,456] gov/econ class, DK came late, sneaked out
Mandy Nichols [3,907] DK’s Manson paper was very “weird”
Sara Martin [5,036] DK angry at teacher; threw things; inability to get along with others; EH: bitter

6 This song is a play on words in German, with “Du hast” meaning “you have” and “du hasst” meaning “you hate.”
Yoshi Carroll [5,418] EH and DK wrote stories that were dark and about death

Jeffrey Hulse [5,468] never got along with DK; DK hated him; because of hacking, Hulse got computer assignments instead of DK, which got DK upset

James Davis [5,598] DK constantly fell asleep in calculus and eventually left the class

Ms. Miller (teacher) [5,931] DK was an angry student; would walk out of class and slam door

Kelly Beer [6,106] EH “strange,” said strange things in class; survival of fittest – if not fit, you deserve to die

Michael Bierman [6,135] EH wrote about being a shotgun shell going into somebody’s body; EH and DK read essays aloud about guns and death

Jason Cornelius [6,281] had no contact with DK since DK became weirder

Dustin Harrison [6,574] he and EH had been friends; didn’t know why EH had grudge against him; EH and DK became “darker”, interested in German culture, drifted away from the group; [6,576] during sophomore year, DK turned into “disassociated” person; this is when Dustin stopped associating with them; EH/DK told philosophy class they had dreams about shooting and killing people

Corrinn Janes [6,677] EH/DK were a little strange; [6678] they talked about death a lot; EH read his paper about being a shotgun shell

Zachary Rissmiller [7,079] EH/DK video — smashed bike with sledgehammer — “not the common” video

Ryan Shumer [7,172] DK did computer simulation of blowing up the school

Laura Stewart [7,214] DK kicked out of French class repeatedly last year; very disruptive

Todd Adam [7,268] EH/DK videos were “dark and weird”

Eric Vanwoensel [7,312] EH/DK talked about making bombs as long as he’s known them; made videos about shooting people; for these reasons, he did not associate with them

Eric Ault [8,679] EH/DK were into satanic worship

Nicole Markham [8,796] EH was into satanic music

Makai Hall [8,888] DK had very bad temper; couldn’t control it; constant derogatory comments regarding French teacher; [8892] disrespectful in French class; swore openly

Ms. Judith Kelly (CHS teacher) [10,463–65] was very disturbed by story DK wrote; spoke to him and his parents about it (story is on pp. 10,467–8)

(Redacted) [10,542] EH showed bizarre video in class; lot of violence and profanity; everyone alarmed, teacher got really angry; DK in trouble a lot for being tardy or not showing up; slept in class and teacher yelled at him

Robyn Anderson [10,624] DK got in trouble several times for sleeping in class

Eric Ault [10,646] EH joked about senior prank of riding dirt bikes through school and shooting it up

Patrick McDuffee [10,793] EH/DK wore Soviet pins

Ms. Judith Kelley (CHS teacher) [17,364–65] was so disturbed by story DK wrote she made copy for school counselor and spoke to DK’s parents at length

[DK Diversion p. 17] parents told that DK doesn’t listen well or take correction well in class

► Negative Impressions

Jeffrey Marquardt [988] EH threw bowling ball down the lane, seemed like he tried to draw attention to himself

Adam Thomas [1,214] EH nickname – “du haast” (you hate)

Ms. Anne Gates [1,546] heard DK had a fetish for knives

Nick Baumgart [1,780] EH lost touch with reality

7 Autopsy report on DK noted that on the day of the attack he wore an insignia with a hammer and sickle, i.e. the Soviet symbol.
Tina Bernacchi [2,456] DK always had “that grumpy stare on his face”
Julie Naslund [3,886] was told not to talk to EH because he was “weird”
Alisa Owen [3,983] not surprised about EH’s attack; had very dark side, kept to himself
Nicole Ziccardi [4,827] DK always had “sneer” on face; a hateful look
Sara Martin [5,036] EH: bitter
Megan Morrison [5,053] EH “always looked in a hurry and angry”
Steven Vaughn [5,125] EH/DK dissociated from rest of students
Christopher Meier [5,327] knew EH from soccer; EH turned “weird” senior year; became more distant
John Skeels [5,404] EH/DK rude and kept to themselves; little regard for others
Jeffrey Hulse [5,466] DK hated him because after DK was suspended for hacking, Jeff got the computer job
Stephen Partridge [5,946] EH seemed unstable
Tiffany Burk [6,205] EH was “antisocial”
Greg Hofer [6,623] friends with EH until he started hanging out with TCM; EH bought his GI Joes so he could destroy them w/ BB gun or impale them with hot paper clip; 6,624] EH/DK “they were really weird”
Scott Carpenter [6,230] thought EH/DK were “messed up”
Corrin Janes [6,677–78] EH/DK were a little strange; talked about death a lot; EH talked about war
Emily Paletta [6,985] Alejandra Marsh said she stopped being in TCM because EH/DK did “weird things”
Dave Proctor [7,043] EH nice at times, but in video games “a sadistic prick”
Zack Rissmiller [7,078] EH and DK were kind of weird; he would leave when they talked about guns
Deanna Shaffer [7,161] EH was “psycho”
Laura Stewart [7,216] did not associate with DK because he was “very annoying”
Michelle Hartsough [10,150] EH nice guy who was angry with life and often seemed “paranoid”
(Redacted) [10,280] didn’t return calls from EH; he just seemed a little evil
(Redacted) [10,554] EH kind of an “anarchist and a wannabe bad ass”
Devon Adams [10,616] EH and DK could quote all the lines from “Natural Born Killers;” she thought this was strange
Robert Perry [10,853] EH: angry, bitter person
Michelle Hartsough [16,607–8] knew DK from Blackjacks; he was “a scary person;” EH/DK paranoid
Blacked out [19,965] had bowling class with EH and DK; thought they were weird

8 ERIC’S AND DYLAN’S ILLEGAL BEHAVIOR

Eric and Dylan engaged in a variety of illegal behavior that is documented below. There are references below to Rebel Missions, which is what Eric called the midnight activities in the community during which he, Dylan, and sometimes Zach Heckler engaged in acts of mischief and vandalism, set off explosives and fireworks, stole traffic signs, etc. There are also references to The Anarchist’s Cookbook. This is a book that provides instructions on making explosives out of common household materials.

Breaking Rules and Laws: Vandalism, Guns, Fire-setting, Theft, Hacking, etc.

Ms. Peggy Dodd (CHS staff) [323] DK hacked into school computers
Mr. Richard Long (CHS teacher) [496] EH suspended for hacking into school computer network
Jocelyn Heckler [1,451] EH into bombmaking; Zack told by parents not to hang around with EH

Yoshi Carroll [5,421] DK, Zach, and Chris Tabaldo maintained school's web server and web page; gave themselves access to web server, sent an e-mail bomb to other locations and were hacking into Jefferson County School District computers; all three lost their jobs because of hacking

Jeffrey Hulse [5,468] heard EH use hacking/criminal terms

Mr. Peter Horvath (CHS dean) [5,706] EH/DK had 3 day suspensions for hacking school computers; saw potential for "evil side" in EH/DK; DK: spring, 1998, caught scratching something into freshman's locker; DK very agitated, "cussing at him;" DK was "pretty angry kid"

Greg Hofer [6,623] knew about Rebel Missions in which EH, DK and Zach Heckler messed with people's telephone lines, stole construction signs, and set off firecrackers

Makai Hall [8,888] DK talked about having made pipebombs at home

Chris Morris [9,823] EH/DK detonated pipebomb behind Blackjack Pizza

EH computer [9,906] Anarchist's Cookbook and list of locker assignments

Chris Morris [10,040] EH and DK very skilled in making bombs

Kim Carlin [10,143] EH/DK set off fireworks behind Blackjack's; DK in trouble for bringing bomb materials to work

Billy Dao [10,145] EH showed him a pipebomb

Michelle Hartsough [10,150] EH/DK talked about blowing up school/killing jocks; talked about senior prank on 4/20; knew they made bombs; [10,154] EH and DK started fire in dumpster; fire department responded

Matt Jackson [10,153-4] EH/DK had interest in guns/bombs, went shooting with Manes, Duran, and Manes's girlfriend; EH built trip-wire bomb behind Blackjack's to keep kids from going through hole in fence; EH and DK went to gun shows with Brian Dristel

Nathan Johnson [10,155-6] EH/DK lit fires behind pizza shop; EH always playing with fire

Mr. Robert Kirgis [10,159] EH brought pipebomb to Blackjack's around July 4th two years prior; shot bottle rockets; 10,160] EH brought pipebomb to work; Kirgis estimated it was in April, 1997

Nikki Liston [10,184] heard that EH/DK exploded bombs at lake at Leawood Park

Mrs. Angel Pytlinski [10,193] EH/DK used her camera to film themselves shooting in mountains with friends

James Thornby [10,199] EH tried to get him to buy gun or explosives; [10,200] EH talked about Anarchist's Cookbook; James heard about EH's pipebomb at Blackjack's Pizza; EH talked about blowing up CHS; [10,201] EH built bonfires behind Blackjack's

Joshua Uncapher [10,202] EH asked him to buy him a .44 mag pistol

David Cave [10,217] heard rumors over the last year that EH and Nate Dykeman were building explosives

Police Report [10,223] bomb found in Harris residence after the attack

John Voehl (neighbor) [10,251] police asked questions about Harris home 6–18 months ago

Blacked out [10,299] EH suspected of stealing his discman

Police documentation of van theft [10,314; 10,321–24; 10,328–33; 10,345–47; 10,357]

Police report [10,376–77] report of Basement Tapes; EH/DK discuss bombs

Police report [10,381] report of Basement Tapes; credit card fraud

Audio tape [10,409] EH (apparently): event will happen in “less than nine hours from now … people will die because of me … it will be a day that will be remembered forever”

Eric Harris [10,423] a page from his log of Rebel Missions: EH, DK and Zach Heckler (known as KiBBz) set off firecrackers, shot BBs at houses, set off fireworks, “messed around” at a construction site, and stole signs

Eric Harris [10,426] page from EH's website about building and testing bombs

Eric Harris [10,430] notes from Anarchist's Cookbook on making smokebombs
FBI report [10,431–32] description of info from EH’s website regarding bombs and upcoming “war”

Robert Kirgis [10,490–92] EH brought bomb to work (4/97?)

Mr. and Mrs. Klebold [10,512] DK was angry about getting caught stealing from the van; “he told them it was innocent, that the van had been parked there and the stuff they took belonged to a company”

Mrs. Judy Brown [10,525–26] she knew EH was dangerous, had threatened to kill her son Brooks

Police Report [10,606] six pipebombs found in Klebold residence after the attack

Devon Adams [10,615–16] knew about their bomb-making and “Rebel Missions;” talked about blowing up a store

Robyn Anderson [10,631] DK kicked off AOL

Eric Ault [10,646] EH had Anarchist’s Cookbook

Nate Dykeman [10,666–97] saw EH/DK detonate bomb; EH/DK stole computer from CHS; Mr. K made DK return laptop; 10,707] EH showed him bomb parents took from him; EH had bombs sitting out in open in bedroom

Kristi Epling / Alyssa Sechler [10,718] EH stole computer parts from school in junior year.

Zach Heckler [10,754] since hacking incident not as close to EH; Rebel missions; restricted from EH by father; [10,756] EH told him EH said father found pipebomb

Chris Morris [10,835] Blackjack’s – booby-trap at fence

Eric Veik [10,913] Veik told by Heckler that EH’s mom found large bomb known as Atlanta

(Redacted) [12,039] EH’s computer: Anarchist’s Cookbook

(Redacted) [12,038–12045] Zack, credit card fraud

Mark Esquibel [17,371] pipebombs at work 1.5 years ago (fall, 1997)

John Scott [17,548] security at shopping center dealt with EH and 2 others, all in long black coats, in 2/99

Sasha Jacobs [18,145] EH’s parents searched his room after van break-in and found pipebombs

(Redacted) [18,306] EH stole someone’s discman player

Zachary Heckler [18,459] did 4 Rebel Missions with EH/DK in 1997

Mr. Robert Kirgis (Blackjack Pizza) [18,751] EH brought pipebomb to work

Louis Scileppi [19,584] saw EH and DK coming from Greenbelt; EH told him not to go back there for a couple of days (this is where EH/DK set diversionary bombs to explode prior to their attack on the school on 4/20/99).

Lee Wright (security officer) [19,642] saw EH/DK put graffiti on brother’s pawn shop (“Death to Pigs” and “Nazis Rule”); saw them get into black BMW; didn’t approach them because one had a gun

Mr. Wayne Harris [25,924–30] notes regarding EH’s damaging windshield of Brooks Brown’s car and vandalizing home of Nick Baumgart

Eric Harris [26,114] EH’s account of events on the night of his arrest

Eric Harris [26,199] school assignment where he mentions his parents taking away his weapons after his arrest

CHS document [26,336] EH obtained combinations, broke into students’ lockers; suspended on 10/3, 10/6, and 10/7/97

Dylan Klebold [26,404] journal entry mentioning his “crimes,” including house vandalism and pipebombs

Dylan Klebold [26,409] letter to a girl mentioning that he has been caught for his crimes

[DK Diversion p. 2] charges: 1st Degree Criminal Trespass, Theft, Criminal Mischief; description of offense

[DK Diversion p. 3] suspended for three days for having locker combinations (obtained by hacking)

[DK Diversion p. 6] suspended for five days in October, 1997 for hacking


[DK Diversion p. 16/23–24] DK’s two traffic offenses (speeding, going through red light)

[DK Diversion p. 17/24] description of hacking that resulted in suspension
[DK Diversion p. 18] DK suspended for one day for damaging locker of student he was mad at; paid $70 for repair

[DK Diversion p. 22] DK’s version of theft from van

[EH Diversion p. 3] charges: 1st Degree Criminal Trespass, Theft, Criminal Mischief; description of offense

[EH Diversion p. 4/6/17/22] suspended for three days for possession of locker combinations (from hacking)

[EH Diversion p. 20] EH’s version of offense

[EH Diversion p. 50] speeding ticket on 10/15/98

[JCSO 1997 p. 4] reference to Anarchist’s Cookbook

[JCSO 1997 p. 7] EH’s webpage mentioning bomb-making and detonating

[JCSO 1997 pp. 8–9] EH’s log of Rebel Missions; firecrackers; shooting BBs at houses; stealing signs; fireworks; spread toilet paper, left eggs to rot, used superglue, and messed with the telephone line at classmate’s house

[JCSO 1998 p. 3] complaint filed by Randy Brown regarding EH’s death threat to Brooks Brown

[JCSO 1998 p. 5/9] EH’s webpage about bombs


### Drugs and Alcohol

Stefanie Haney [835–836] smoked pot with DK and EH at the “smoker’s pit” in 1998

Vanessa Grimes [3,212] did not see EH/DK smoke pot, but heard them talk about it a lot

Sarah Slater [4,436] DK and Zack often got drunk together

Mr. Peter Horvath (CHS dean) [5,708] month prior to attack, DK suspected of smoking marijuana, but was cleared

Deborah Conn [6,271] EH was at party at Robyn Anderson’s; people were drinking

Nathan Johnson [10,155–6] Bob Kirgis (boss at Blackjack’s) told Johnson that EH seemed to be getting into drugs

Angel Pytlinksi [10,193] EH’s father accused him of using LSD

Mr. Jason Secore [10,1998] EH, DK, Chris Morris, and Robert Kirgis “partied” on the roof of Blackjack’s

James Thornby [10,199] EH didn’t smoke a lot of marijuana; [10,201] EH/DK drank at his New Year’s Eve party

Mrs. Susan Klebold [10,513] DK showed her flask of schnapps after prom, said he just drank a little

Cory Friesen [10,727] EH/DK drank, smoked pot

Zach Heckler [10,755] DK had problem with alcohol

Patrick McDuffee [10,793] EH/DK smoked pot

Chris Morris [10,839] EH/DK smoked pot

Ms. Sydney Jo Keating (CHS staff) [12,277] last year someone sold fake cocaine to EH

Jennifer Cudworth [20,028] friend of EH, sold (or tried to sell) cocaine to him last year

Eric Harris [26,014] journal entry mentioning drinking with friends

Eric Harris [26,016] journal entry mentioning flask of alcohol

Eric Harris [26,017] journal entry stating he “never really did like alcohol”

Eric Harris [26,284] note in planner to get “slim jims” and “white Russians”

Dylan Klebold [26,388] journal entry mentioning he was drunk, and stating he tried not to drink for periods of time

Dylan Klebold [26,394] journal entry mentioning drinking with a friend

Dylan Klebold [26,394] journal entry that appears to say that he won’t drink

Dylan Klebold [26,400] journal entry mentioning drinking with friends
Dylan Klebold [26,404] journal entry mentioning that he has been caught for his “crimes,” including drinking and marijuana use.

Eric Harris [26,859] online questionnaire asked about favorite things to do on weekend; EH said “bowl and get stoned”


[DK Diversion pp. 27–8/37–8] DK reported drinking by himself a couple of times and current drinking habits; first drank with brother at age 15; first used marijuana with brother.

[DK Diversion pp. 74–6] summary of DK’s substance use; he said he passed out 1–2 times from drinking.

[EH Diversion pp. 3–4] reported minimal drinking and no drug use.

[EH Diversion pp. 25–6] EH reported drinking by himself (Aftershock and tequila); first drank at age 15.

[EH Diversion pp. 67–8] summary of EH’s substance use; he said he passed out 1–2 times from drinking.


9 RACISM AT COLUMBINE HIGH SCHOOL

There was a significant focus in the media following the attack regarding the extent of racism at Columbine High School. This section presents references regarding racism. Also, because one of the victims of the shootings was an African American named Isaiah Shoels, a number of students were questioned regarding possible racist feeling toward Isaiah.

▶ Racism at School

Esther Harris [1,438] did not see bigotry at school.

Jennifer Sumida [1,678] she is Asian, saw no racism.

Isiah Salazar [4,282] did not experience racism; did not see anyone else racially harassed.

Megan Morrison [5,053] did not see bigotry at school.

Janet Etchart [5,554] three African American students complained of racism from TCM.


Michael Bierman [6,137] he is Asian, saw less racism senior year; at CHS for 9th, 10th, and 12th.

Casey Hetzel [6,612] did not see bigotry at school.

Monica Malonson [6,844] did not see bigotry at school.

Tyler Pearce [7,002] did not see bigotry at school.

▶ No Racism Toward Isaiah Shoels

Stefanie Haney [835–836]

John Buschmann [1,342]

Esther Harris [1,438]

Darran Metzler [1,545–6]

Jennifer Sumida [1,678]

Timothy Nep [3,902]

Steven Pool [4,103]

Pamela Glazner [4,946]

Veronica Jones [4,980]
Dylan struck many people as odd: his appearance, his hygiene, his clothing, his socially constricted behavior. He was also seen as a follower. Reports of these characteristics are listed below. Though Dylan was the shy one of the pair, a number of people described Eric as being quiet and withdrawn, too.

▶ Dylan as a Shy, Odd Follower

Stephen Austin Eubanks [19] DK was “goofy looking”
Evan Todd [172] DK had dirty hair
Heidi Johnson [444–5] DK had greasy hair; during attack, EH took the lead and DK followed
Nick Baumgart [1,779–80] DK was follower, gentle
Tyler Chenoweth [1,828] DK was follower; if EH or Chris Morris told him to jump off a cliff, he would
Terry Lawson [3,531] believed EH planned attack, DK followed
Justin Norman [3,931] “goofy” face
Katelyn Place [4,084] DK seemed like follower
Jamie Shofner [4,412] thought DK was strange because he always wore sunglasses
Steve Trujillo [4,650] DK “was kind of a goofy guy;” follower of EH
Daniel Yager [4,806] in class, quiet; didn’t make friends, didn’t say anything
Ben Smith [5,100] DK never interacted in class
Kathryn Ulibarri [5,117] grade school, DK had no friends; quickly angry for no reason
Brian Vincent [5,646] DK was quiet, kept to himself
Dominick Duran [6,024] if EH did something, DK would follow
Aaron Belliston [6,117] could never get DK to talk
Michael Bierman [6,135] DK followed EH; if EH said something, soon DK would be saying same thing
Leslie Burns [6,207] DK was a follower
Jason Cornelius [6,281] surprised by DK’s part in attack; thought DK came under someone’s influence
Melissa Couris [6,287] quiet, didn’t talk to anybody; sat in corner with arms crossed, wore sunglasses in class
Brett O’Neill [6,974] quiet, follower
David Proctor [7,044] DK was very smart, but shy
Zack Rissmiller [7,078] DK was really quiet
Josh Swanson [7,231] outcast in terms of dress and hygiene
Ryan Walda [7,343] DK wore same AOL shirt almost every day
Ms. Peggy Hanifen [7,504] “goofy looking kid”
Alejandra Marsh [9,820] DK had dirty hair
Mindy Pollock [10,011] DK had greasy hair
Roison McEwen [10,188] DK was a follower and EH could talk him into anything
James Thornby [10,201] DK never said much at work; never had good conversation with him
Mr. and Mrs. Klebold [10,507–08] DK was a shy child; extraordinarily shy in high school
Devon Adams [10,618] DK was follower, EH was leader
Brenda Parker [10,845] DK: quiet, goofy-looking, wore funny looking clothes (QS)
Jacob Cram [16,408] DK “had funny hair and clothing styles”
(Redacted) [19,017] could never get DK to talk
(Redacted) [19,648] years ago DK made fun of because he didn’t fit in and was very odd
(Redacted) [19,965] thought DK was weird
[DK Diversion p. 19] DK introverted
[DK Diversion p. 55] probation officer noted DK was “kind of goofy” with “bizarre sense of humor”

▶ Eric: Shy / Withdrawn

Lisa Steepleton [1,663] EH in gym class kept to himself, didn’t appear to have friends
Kylene Morton [3,788] EH seemed very withdrawn, didn’t really connect with anyone in class
Julie Naslund [3,886] at times EH did not talk to anyone and just read books in the cafeteria
Matthew Oliver [3,960–1] EH was quiet, never said anything
Jeremie Smith [4,463] EH “real quiet,” not very friendly
Patricia Kelly [5,003] EH was “quiet and moody” and sat at the back of the class
Sara Martin [5036] EH did not talk much, “quiet, closed up and bitter”
Amanda Peterson [5,082] EH was quiet, withdrawn
Yoshi Carroll [5,418] EH rarely spoke in philosophy class
Eric Christener [6,250] EH was nice, polite, and quiet; didn’t talk very much
Zack Rissmiller [7,078] EH was really quiet
Ms. Cheryl Valdez (Mrs. H’s hairdresser) [10,247] EH was “reserved kid that she couldn’t get a word out of” (his brother was the opposite, “real outgoing”)
Ms. Hopkins/Mr. Judd (neighbors) [10,249] EH was quiet and wouldn’t add to the conversation (his brother was friendlier)
Mr. Bill Konan (neighbors) [10,250] EH was not talkative and elusive
(Redacted) [10,277] EH not personable, “not real talkative”
Aaron Smith [24,421] French class, EH segregated himself